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Abstract. We demonstrate that the Interpose PUF proposed at CHES 2019, an
Arbiter PUF-based design for so-called Strong Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs),
can be modeled by novel machine learning strategies up to very substantial sizes and
complexities. Our attacks require in the most difficult cases considerable, but realistic,
numbers of CRPs, while consuming only moderate computation times, ranging from
few seconds to few days. The attacks build on a new divide-and-conquer approach
that allows us to model the two building blocks of the Interpose PUF separately.
For non-reliability based Machine Learning (ML) attacks, this eventually leads to
attack times on (kup , kdown )-Interpose PUFs that are comparable to the ones against
max{kup , kdown }-XOR Arbiter PUFs, refuting the original claim that Interpose PUFs
k
could provide security similar to (kdown + up
)-XOR Arbiter PUFs (CHES 2019). On
2
the technical side, our novel divide-and-conquer technique might also be useful in
analyzing other designs, where XOR Arbiter PUF challenge bits are unknown to the
attacker.
Keywords: Physical Unclonable Function · Strong PUFs · Machine Learning ·
Modeling Attacks · Interpose PUF (iPUF)
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1.1

Introduction
Motivation and Overview

The Interpose PUF (iPUF) is one of the most recent Strong PUF design proposals
[NSJ+ 19]. It promises two distinctive and noteworthy features: Firstly, it builds on the
Arbiter PUF design, and therefore inherits the practicality and CMOS-compatibility of the
latter. Secondly, it contains some novel design elements, which successfully thwarted those
state-of-the-art modeling attacks that were available at the time of its publication. This
turned the iPUF into one of the most promising Strong PUF design proposals to date.
In this paper, however, we now present a new, tailor-made modeling attack that can
attack Interpose PUFs with high accuracy for security parameter settings of very substantial
sizes and complexities. In-depth analysis of our attack method shows that (kdown , kup )iPUFs can be tackled in a time that is similar to attacking a max{kdown , kup }-XOR Arbiter
PUF with classical, non-reliability based ML attacks. This refutes any implicit claims
[NSJ+ 19] that the iPUF security against non-reliability based attacks would be roughly
k
equivalent to that of a (kdown + 2up )-XOR Arbiter PUF.
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The iPUF paper [NSJ+ 19] gives an overview (which we will not repeat here) of currently
known “classical ML attacks” and “reliability based ML attacks”. A classical ML attack by
definition only uses plain challenge-response-pairs (CRPs) without reliability information,
and thus is sometimes also simply called “CRP-based attack”, while a reliability-based
attack uses challenge-reliability-pairs. For single-bit responses, the reliability of a response
reflects the probability that the outputted response bit is equal to 0 (or 1, respectively),
i.e., the reliability corresponds to the stability or error level of the response bit. Here the
probability is taken over measurement noise (which depends on environmental parameters
such as temperature, voltage, and age of the PUF). The iPUF paper [NSJ+ 19] aims
at mathematical arguments for formally showing the security of the iPUF against the
main existing representatives of the two abovementioned classes of attacks. With respect
to best known “classical” ML attacks, it analyzed/simulated Logistic Regression (LR)
[Söl09, RSS+ 10, TB15], Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES)
based on CRPs, and Deep Neural Networks (DNN) [SBC19]. As the best known reliabilitybased attack, it analyzed/simulated Becker’s attack [Bec15] which uses CMA-ES based on
challenge-reliability pairs. These various existing algorithms are so shown to be unsuccessful
in attacking the iPUF [NSJ+ 19]. This marks a noteworthy step forward in Strong PUF
design, as it shows the security of a Strong PUF candidate against many existing algorithms
and attack methods. However, the iPUF paper did not (and also for fundamental reasons
could not 1 ) formally and unconditionally show that there will not be other, future MLtechniques that could attack the iPUF with improved efficiency. This is where our new
strategy comes into play. While it does not fully break the iPUF for all conceivable sizes
and complexities yet, it represents a technically novel and substantially more efficient
attack form on the iPUF design than the ones analyzed in the original iPUF work.
Our attack has a number of implications for the original iPUF paper [NSJ+ 19]: First of
all, it shows that Definitions 1 and 2 and Theorem 4 of the original iPUF work [NSJ+ 19],
which discuss the “equivalence” of certain iPUF and XOR Arbiter PUF sizes, have some
limitations: They merely constitute a measure with respect to how many Arbiter PUFs in
a given Arbiter PUF based design effectively contribute to the response bit. Only in this
k
(limited) sense, the (kup , kdown )-iPUF is “equivalent” to an (kdown + 2up )-XOR Arbiter
PUF. But this does not imply automatically that their security levels against machine
learning attacks are exactly equivalent, as our paper and attacks demonstrate. Among
other things, we show that for all 1 ≤ k 0 < k, the effective security levels of a (k, k)-,
(k, k 0 )-, and (k 0 , k)-iPUF are essentially the same in the face of our attacks. This has some
practical consequences: Since (1, k)-iPUFs and (k, 1)-iPUFs are most area efficient, they
constitute the iPUF design variants of the most future interest.
In a similar vein, Section 6.5 of the original iPUF paper [NSJ+ 19] analyses LR attacks
on the iPUF, showing a general statement on the impossibility of such attacks. While
this statement represents a noteworthy step towards proving PUF-security against whole
classes of ML-algorithms, our attack illustrates that it only holds for “holistic”, standard
LR attacks — not for methods that use LR as a subcomponent in new, more complex
1 We just remark in passing, and without proof, that some thinking suggests the following. Let us
consider a Strong PUF with a model Ri = FPUF (Disorder, Ci ), where FPUF is a polynomial-time computable
function, and Disorder is a bitstring of polynomial length (polynomial in the length of the PUF-challenge
in both cases). Unconditionally proving that such a Strong PUF is not learnable in polynomial time would
seem to imply a separation between NP and P. The reason is that given a polynomial set of PUF-CRPs,
an NP-algorithm can guess the string Disorder as NP-witness, and can then verify the correctness of
this witness by polynomial-time computations, exploiting the equation Ri = FPUF (Disorder, Ci ) (and its
knowledge of the given polynomial number of PUF-CRPs). This suggests that (a decision version of) the
problem of learning and predicting a Strong PUF of the above type when given a polynomial number of
randomly chosen PUF-CRPs is in NP. If true, this means that apart from certain exceptions [RJB+ 11],
current Strong PUF candidates realistically cannot be proven secure in an unconditional sense, similar to
block ciphers or hash functions. Their security needs to be verified or attested every time anew against
the current state of the art in attacks (which is a moving target). The same holds for the iPUF, of course
[NSJ+ 19].
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modeling algorithms, as we do in this paper. Another consequence of our attack relates
to possible reliability-based ML attacks on the iPUF. The currently best-known (and
essentially only) reliability-based attack is that of Becker [Bec15]; since it was very effective
on XOR Arbiter PUFs, quite naturally little research has been conducted in order to
advance it afterwards. Even though this is purely speculative at this point, in light of our
new result, an efficient tailor-made reliability based attack may not be out of reach as well.
This suggests future research in this direction.
Overall, our results prompt that the design of secure and area-optimal Strong PUFs will
remain an active area of research in the years to come. Future designs might utilize design
elements from the iPUF 2 , and combine it with yet novel ideas in order to yet further
improve security and area consumption. We comment that while this back-and-forth game
may seem tiring, also other cryptographic primitives have undergone a similar iterative
process, before secure solutions were eventually found and accepted. We believe that the
same will take place in the area of silicon Strong PUF over the next years.

1.2

Our Contributions

In greater detail, our novel research contributions in this paper are as follows.
• We develop and implement a new tailor-made divide-and-conquer classical ML
strategy for the iPUF, and empirically test its concrete and asymptotic performance
on the iPUF on very large scales.
• Using this method, we are able to attack (kup , kdown )-iPUF structures for up to
kup = 8 and kdown = 8 and challenge lengths 64 bits with prediction accuracies
above 95%. In the hardest-to-learn cases that we studied, i.e., for the (8, 8) and
(1, 9)-64-bit-iPUF, our attacks require up to 300 million CRPs and 750 million CRPs,
respectively3 , and computation times between one and eight weeks on a high-end
8-core machine. For simpler cases, i.e., smaller kup and kdown , they take seconds to
hours of computation times on the same hardware and far less CRPs. The previously
best known attacks on the iPUF had reached up to (4, 4)-iPUFs only [SBC19].
• Concerning classical modeling attacks, Nguyen et al. [NSJ+ 19] claimed that (kup , kdown )k
iPUFs are comparably secure to an (kdown + 2up )-XOR Arbiter PUF. As explained
above, this statement does not generally hold, but only for a specific subset of
classical ML attacks. Using our novel attack methods, we now empirically show
that the Interpose PUF is, with respect to our attacks, comparably secure to a
max{kup , kdown }-XOR Arbiter PUF. 4
• We make the new technical observation that the logistic regression based PUF
modeling algorithm [RSS+ 10] can fully or partially recover XOR Arbiter PUFs even
in the presence of feature-noise in the training set, i.e. when some or many challenge
bits to an XOR Arbiter PUF are unknown or noisy. This may prove useful in design
and attack of future XOR Arbiter PUF-based designs. Previous work only showed
that the LR algorithm is robust with respect to label-noise, i.e., when the response
bits are noisy [RSS+ 10].
2 For example, the so-called interpose trick of the iPUF in fact successfully defeats the existing reliabilitybased ML attacks by Becker [Bec15], and may hence be useful in future designs.
3 We comment that this amount of CRPs could be collected from a silicon Strong PUF implementation
with a 1MHz CRP-frequency in merely five and 12.5 minutes, respectively.
4 Based on the study of the reliability, security and hardware footprint of the iPUF design, the authors
in [NSJ+ 19] suggested to work with (1, kdown )-iPUFs as the best choice of design parameters. This paper
provides further, empirical results that support this suggestion.
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• Our work is complemented by studying a number of suggestive and straightforward
iPUF design variants. For all of these variants, we demonstrate the existence
of successful ML-attacks based on straightforward deep learning methods. This
suggests that the iPUF security cannot be quickly restored by all too simplistic
means, confirming the impact and relevance of our results.

1.3

Related Work

Since the introduction of the first silicon Strong PUF in 2002 [GCvD02], their secure
implementation has been intensely investigated, with attacks and countermeasures/new
designs quickly superseding each other. It hence makes sense to comparatively summarize
their history here, also with special hindsight to the employed machine learning algorithms.
To start with, Arbiter PUFs themselves were attacked successfully for the first time already
in 2005 [LLG+ 05] by support vector machines. New variants, such as the XOR Arbiter
PUF [SD07], Feed-Forward Arbiter PUF [GLC+ 04], and Lightweight Secure PUF (LS
PUF) [MKP08] remained secure for several years. But they were eventually attacked by
so-called evolution strategies and a tailor-made variant of logistic regression with Rprop
gradient descent at CCS in 2010 [RSS+ 10] and at IEEE TIFS in 2013 [RSS+ 13]; see also
[RS14] for an overview. Recently, a specialized correlation attack has further improved the
modeling performance on LS PUFs and their special input mapping [WBM+ 20], and so
has the use of strong computing resources [TB15].
Other promising designs, such as the Bistable Ring PUF [CCL+ 11] and its XORed
versions [XRHB15], the Current Mirror PUF [KB14], or the Voltage Transfer Characteristic
PUF [VK15], were also tackled successfully, using support vector machines [XRHB15],
genetic algorithms [GYG+ 16], simulated annealing and ant colonies [YHL16], or even
attacks without a mathematical PUF-model [GTFS16]. These abovementioned empirical
methods were complemented by formal proofs, for example in the PAC-framework [GTS16,
GTS15a]. Also side channel information has been used in connection with ML, boosting
attack complexity from exponential to polynomial in various cases: For example, certain
power and timing side channels for the first time allowed attacking XOR Arbiter PUFs with
polynomial complexity [RXS+ 14]. The leanest and simplest polynomial attack method on
XOR Arbiter PUFs today seems the exploitation of the output stability of PUF-CRPs as
an additional source of information by the adversary [Bec15]. Finally, also very effective
protocol-related attacks on Strong PUFs have been considered [Rv12, RvD13a, RvD13b].
This existing research landscape clearly illustrates the difficult quest for secure Strong
PUF designs. It leaves the realization of highly (area-)efficient and secure silicon Strong
PUFs as a major open research problem in the field. Two of the recent, most promising
designs were the MUX-PUF [SMCN18] and the iPUF [NSJ+ 19]. Until now, both only had
been attacked up to relatively moderate sizes by deep learning methods [SBC19], such
as up to (4, 4)-iPUFs. Our new attacks strongly improve this outreach up to (8, 8) and
(1, 9)-iPUFs.

1.4

Organization of this Paper

In Sec. 2, we give required background and outline our employed methodology. Sec. 3
introduces and discusses our attack strategy in detail. We present our empirical results in
Sec. 4. In Sec. 5, we study some extensions to the Interpose PUF design, after which we
conclude the paper in Sec. 6.
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Background and Methodology
Arbiter PUF, Linear Additive Delay Model, and Reliability

The behavior of an n-bit Arbiter PUF [SD07] (see Fig. 1a) can be modeled using the linear
additive delay model [GLC+ 04]. In this approach, we use {−1, 1} to model the bit values5
of challenge and response and n real values w ∈ Rn to model the physics of the production
imperfections. By an induction argument, an Arbiter PUF with n stages can be modeled
as a function f : {−1, 1}n → {−1, 1} where
f (c) = sgn

n
X

wi · ci ci+1 · · · cn .

i=1

The high accuracy of this model is confirmed unanimously in the Arbiter PUF literature
and has become an established standard in the PUF-literature, in particular in PUF
modeling attacks on any Arbiter PUF variants [GLC+ 04, RSS+ 13].
Defining the bijection {−1, 1}n → {−1, 1}n , c 7→ x by setting xi = ci ci+1 · · · cn , we can
write the linear additive delay model as
f (c) = sgn

n
X

wi · xi = sgnhw, xi,

i=1

that is, the Arbiter PUF can be expressed as a hyperplane in an n-dimensional space.
In this work, we will refer to x as the transformed challenge and to c as the (physical)
challenge. Note that the transformed challenge x does not depend on manufacturing
imperfections, and can thus be computed by an attacker from the physical challenge c.
All known Strong PUFs’ implementations suffer from unreliability issues. To capture
the extent of reliability, we define the reliability rP of a PUF instance P to be the average
probability over all challenges that we get a noise-free response (i.e, not disturbed by
noise). Formally, we have
h
i
rP =
E n Pr (P(c) = Pnoise-free (c)) .
c∈{−1,1}

noise

Although Pnoise-free cannot easily be determined in practice, it is easy to handle in
simulations. An alternative notion for reliability is stability, defined as the average
probability that two evaluations of the same challenge will show the same response.
In this work, a reliability of 1.0 is referring to simulation with zero noise; other values
of reliability are rounded to the nearest 1/10.

2.2

XOR Arbiter PUF and Interpose PUF

To overcome the vulnerabilities of plain Arbiter PUFs (see Sec. 1.3), it was proposed
[SD07] to evaluate several Arbiter PUFs in parallel, and to only output the XOR of their
individual response bits. The resulting XOR Arbiter PUF has two security parameters,
namely the number of challenge bits, in our work usually denoted n, and the number of
employed arbiter chains, commonly called k, which enter the final XOR, generating the
overall response bit. The case of k = 2, i.e., a 2-XOR Arbiter PUF, is shown in Fig. 1b.
Nguyen et al. [NSJ+ 19] aimed at mitigating the known weaknesses of XOR Arbiter
PUFs (see Sec. 1.3) in a new design attempt. Their Interpose PUF or iPUF architecture
5 In {−1, 1} notation, the XOR operation is represented by multiplication. Note that in order to obtain
an isomorphism ϕ to the group F2 = ({0, 1}, +), we must assign ϕ(0) = 1 and ϕ(1) = −1, i.e. representing
True by -1 and False by 1. We can then write ϕ(a) = (−1)a , which corresponds to notation of the linear
additive delay model used in some related works.
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c1 = 1
f (c)
c1 = 1

cn−1 cn
L

c2 = −1

f (c)

cn−1 cn

c2 = −1
(a) Schematic of an Arbiter PUF with n-bit
challenge c (represented with bit values from
{−1, 1}) and final response f (c).

c1 = 1

cn−1 cn

c2 = −1
(b) Schematic representation of a 2-XOR
Arbiter PUF with n-bit challenge c and final
response f (c).

c = (c1 , . . . , ci , ci+1 , . . . , cn )

kup -XOR APUF

fu (c)
c0 = (c1 , . . . , ci , fu (c), ci+1 , . . . , cn )

kdown -XOR APUF

f (c)

(c) Schematic representation of a n-bit Interpose PUF (iPUF). Both upper layer and lower layer
consist of kup and kdown arbiter chains, respectively. The response of the upper layer fu (c)
is interposed in the middle input bit of lower layer the lower layer; the final response f (c) is
subsequently determined by the lower layer.

Figure 1: Schematics of Arbiter PUF, XOR Arbiter PUF, and Interpose PUF.

consists of a novel combination of two XOR Arbiter PUFs. It is defined by a challenge
length n, the number kup of XORs in the first XOR Arbiter PUF, and the number kdown
of XORs in the second XOR Arbiter PUF. The first XOR Arbiter PUF, called upper layer,
has challenge length n and consists of kup arbiter chains. When challenged with an input,
its 1-bit response is interposed in the middle bit position of the second XOR Arbiter PUF
(in the lower or downward layer), resulting in a challenge length of n + 1 bit for the lower
layer and in kdown independent arbiter chains there. A schematic representation of the
iPUF is depicted in Fig. 1c.
By virtue of the interposed bit on the lower layer, LR attacks on the iPUF cannot
directly be conducted, as information is missing from the training set. Applying LR
naively with omission of the interpose bit, constant or a random interpose bit (called
“linearization attack” by Nguyen et al. [NSJ+ 19]) will result in a maximum accuracy of
75%. Furthermore, as the response bit of the upper layer will influence the bottom layer
response for approximately half of all challenges, the existing reliability-based attack on
XOR Arbiter PUFs [Bec15] is also mitigated by the iPUF design [NSJ+ 19]. Overcoming
the existing reliability-based, polynomial attacks on XOR Arbiter PUFs [Bec15] by virtue
of the interpose bit is an achievement of the iPUF design that remains valid, also in the
face of our novel attacks.

Wisiol et al.
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Numeric Generation of (Noisy) CRP-Sets

All results presented in this work are based on numerically simulated CRPs. Our simulations
use the linear additive delay model (see Sec. 2.1). For a single arbiter chain instance,
w ∈ Rn (as defined in Eq. 2.1) is drawn independently from a Gaussian distribution.
All arbiter chains are assumed to be unbiased. More complex XOR Arbiter PUFs and
Interpose PUFs are constructed out of single arbiter chains in the straightforward manner.
Any real-world implementation of Arbiter PUFs, including implementations of Interpose
PUFs, will suffer from noise. This noise stems from temperature and voltage variations,
circuit aging, and other effects and leads to unreliable PUF responses, i.e. sometimes, the
response to the same challenge will vary. Effect, distribution, and modelling of noise in
Arbiter PUF have been studied [DV13, WM19]. Our generation of “noisy” CRPs follows
the approach accepted in the literature by evaluating the linear additive delay model of
each Arbiter PUF and then adding an amount of noise, chosen for each CRP-evaluation
independently. For an Arbiter PUF
defined above, on a given challenge c the response
Pas
n
bit is thus computed as sgn (X + i=1 wi xi ), where x is as defined above and the noise
X is drawn from a Gaussian distribution of zero mean and given variance; the variance
is chosen such that the final responses have a realistic level of reliability (see Table 1).
We remark in passing that the precise reason for the occuring noise (whether it is aging
or temperature or voltage fluctuations) is not relevant in this context; we demonstrate
that our attacks can cope well with noise, irrespective of its origin. We used a seeded
pseudo-random number generator (numpy’s implementation of the Mersenne Twister) for
generating any required randomness, e.g., in the random choice of challenges, Gaussian
weights, and Gaussian noise. Our entire software for CRP-simulation, as well as for our
attacks and managing our ML-experiments, is open-source, and made available from
https://github.com/nils-wisiol/pypuf/tree/2020-split-ipuf.

2.4

Adversarial Model, Training Set and Test Set

As standard in Strong PUF attack scenarios [RBK10, RSS+ 10, HYKD14], we assume
that adversaries are not restricted to eavesdropping CRPs that are sent in the clear in
communication protocols, but that they also have physical access to the Strong PUF for
significant amounts of time. During this period, they can freely apply challenges and collect
responses, since a Strong PUF’s CRP-interface is public and unprotected by definition
[RSS+ 10, RH14, HYKD14]. Assuming a 1 MHz CRP-rate of the PUF, as done in earlier
works [RSS+ 10], this means that training sets on the order of 750 million CRPs (which
is the largest number of CRPs that we use in this paper) could be collected in around
12.5 minutes from the PUF. Note that after this brief CRP-collection, no further physical
PUF-access is required any more.
Besides these training sets, we supply the attack algorithm with an additional test set
of 104 CRPs. This test set is used by our attack algorithm for early stopping whenever
a model with high accuracy has been detected. Its size remains the same for all of our
experiments, and is not included in the total number of challenges given in Tab. 1. Note
that all model accuracies reported in this paper are computed on a fresh and uniformly
chosen CRP set, which is independent of the training and test set, and hence was not seen
before by the attacker. Its size again consists of 104 CRPs.

3

Modeling the Interpose PUF

This section details our machine learning-based modeling algorithm for the iPUF. First,
we provide an intuition of the employed divide-and-conquer algorithm that separately
models upper and lower layer of the iPUF. Sec. 3.1 describes how we obtain an initial
high-accuracy model for the lower layer of the iPUF. Afterwards, Sec. 3.2 and Sec. 3.3
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show how this paves the way to obtain a complete model of the full iPUF. Empirical
results of our attack are relegated to Sec. 4.
Our proposed attack technique on the Interpose PUF uses a divide-and-conquer
approach and is based on two crucial observations.
• First, when conducting the linearization attack proposed by Nguyen et al., the
resulting model will not only predict PUF responses with an accuracy up to 75%,
but will contain all secret information about the lower layer of the Interpose PUF.
That is, the reason for the relatively low accuracy of the linearization attack is not
the missing information about the lower layer, but almost exclusively the missing
challenge bit information.
• Second, the response bits of the upper layer can be heuristically guessed by the
attacker for about half the known challenge-response pairs with high accuracy by
Alg. 1.
Both observations will be detailed in the following.

3.1

Initial Modeling of the Lower Layer via Random Interpose Bits

This section describes the initial modeling of the lower layer of the given Interpose PUF.
Using a given challenge-response set (C, R), we argue why an attacker is capable of
obtaining a high-accuracy model of the lower layer of the Interpose PUF. Possession of
such a model subsequently enables the attacker to conduct the divide-and-conquer attack
as described in the following sections.
Any challenge-response set (C, R) of the full Interpose PUF contains already n out of
the n + 1 challenge bits to the lower layer as well as the lower layer responses. Hence, the
only information hidden from the attacker aside from the manufacturing imperfections are
the challenge bits in the interpose position. However, our results show that this information
is not required to obtain a high-accuracy model of the lower layer. Instead, the attacker
can randomly guess the interpose bits, i.e., create the challenge-response set (Cd , R) by
himself where Cd is simply interposed with uniformly chosen random bits, i.e.


Cd = c1 , . . . , cn/2 , cr , cn/2+1 , . . . , cn | (c1 , . . . , cn ) ∈ C, cr ∼u {0, 1} .
As previous research has shown [MKP08, NSJ+ 19], the influence of the middle challenge
bit of any XOR Arbiter PUF on the response bit is about 50%, i.e., in about half of the
challenges, the response bit will flip if the middle challenge bit is flipped. Applied to our
situation, the response of the upper layer of the Interpose PUF will be irrelevant for the
PUF’s response in about 50% of cases. It follows that the information in (Cd , R) for that
half of challenges – where the middle bit does not have an influence on the response – is
correct. Furthermore, for the other half of challenges that do have an influence on the
response bit, the attacker’s guess will be correct with probability 50%, resulting in a total
accuracy of 75% for the self-created CRPs (Cd , R) for the lower layer XOR Arbiter PUF.
A refined analysis will then show the following surprising result. Although the training
set (Cd , R) has only an anticipated 75% accuracy on the lower layer XOR Arbiter PUF
of the target Interpose PUF, the trained model obtained from learning with Logistic
Regression will model the lower layer with very high accuracy. This is a crucial result, as
the accuracy of the trained model surpasses the estimated accuracy of the training set.
Recall that the Logistic Regression learning algorithm for XOR Arbiter PUFs uses
a gradient descent algorithm to train an XOR Arbiter PUF model that agrees with the
training set on as many as possible challenges. As stated above, a model of the lower
layer of the Interpose PUF will agree with the training set on 75% of challenges, including
models where the order of arbiter chains is permuted. Furthermore, models where one
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Accuracy of Lower Layer Model after Linearization Attack
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(4, 4) with 200k CRPs
(5, 5) with 1M CRPs
(6, 6) with 5M CRPs
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Figure 2: Accuracy of the lower layer model fˆd after training using the CRP set (Cd , R)
with randomly guessed interpose bits for (1, k) and (k, k)-Interpose PUFs, as captured
after execution of line 3 of Alg. 2. Results shown are using the estimated best number of
challenge-response pairs (see also Table 1); accuracy is relative to the PUF simulation’s
reliability. As with ordinary learning of XOR Arbiter PUFs, the probability to obtain a
high-accuracy model of the lower layer depends on the size of the Interpose PUF and the
training set size. (Just for completeness, our results are artificially capped at 95% due to
termination-criteria of the algorithm which increase performance. For models where the
initial modeling resulted in the model for a half-inverted lower layer, the accuracy on this
is shown; for a justification see Sec. 3.3.)

half of the weights are inverted also agree with the training set on 75% of challenges and
model the PUF as if the interpose bit was negated. We will refer to these classes of models
as non-inverted and half-inverted, respectively. For both classes, small variations of the
models will agree with the training set on close to 75% of challenges.
On the other hand, with overwhelming probability, no unrelated XOR Arbiter PUF
model will agree with this training set on a portion larger than 75% of its CRPs. This is
due to the fact that the above constructed training set will very likely contain values that
cannot be described with an XOR Arbiter PUF model6 . Hence, the non-inverted model
and the model with half-inverted weights of the lower layer both constitute global minima
in the Logistic Regression’s loss function.
Fig. 2 gives an overview of the lower layer’s model accuracy when trained on the
randomly interposed challenge-response set, which confirms that a high-accuracy model
can be obtained from a partially guessed training set (Cd , R). The accuracy shown is with
respect to both half-inverted weights and non-inverted weights, whichever is better. As we
will see below, the random choice of a model class will not affect the final accuracy or run
time of the attack in any way.
For variations of the Interpose PUF design it is important to note that this observation
can (to some extend) be generalized to the case of multiple interposed bits and several
layers of interposing7 . In some extreme cases, we observed that the Logistic Regression
algorithm is capable of recovering a significant proportion of the secret information of an
XOR Arbiter PUF even if half of all challenge bits in the training set were replaced with
random bits. We hence recommend future PUF designs to be tested against this particular
vulnerability by analyzing the correlation of the learned model with the simulation under
test. We summarize again our above key points: A low accuracy of some training result
(set) is not sufficient to even prove resilience against the LR machine learning algorithm.
6 To see this, recall that Arbiter PUFs can be modeled with linear threshold functions (LTFs). LTFs
are monotone in all input bits, but the above randomized challenge-response set (Cd , R), is likely not.
Although the monotonicity argument gets weaker for products of k LTFs, randomized values are still likely
to violate it.
7 For a more rigorous treatment of feature and label noise in PUF modeling, we refer to Ganji et al.
[GTS18].
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Modeling of the Upper Layer

Algorithm 1 Heuristic for creating upper-layer training sets
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

procedure Heuristic(C, R, fˆd )
initialize empty training set (CH , RH )
for c, r in C, R do
c(+) ← (c1 , . . . , cn/2 , +1, cn/2+1 , . . . , cn )
c(−) ← (c1 , . . . , cn/2 , −1, cn/2+1 , . . . , cn )
if fˆd (c(+) ) = fˆd (c(−) ) then
continue
end if
if fˆd (c(+) ) = r then
add (c, 1) to (CH , RH )
else
add (c, −1) to (CH , RH )
end if
end for
return (CH , RH )
end procedure

Algorithm 1 can construct a training set for the upper layer when given a model with
decent accuracy for the lower layer and as well a training set for the complete Interpose PUF.
Intuitively, the algorithm first filters all challenges for the complete Interpose PUF where
the response of the upper layer does not matter for the final response, as those challenges
contain no information about the upper layer. Second, for all remaining challenges, the
model for the lower layer is evaluated on both possibilities, and the interpose bit producing
the correct response is added to the training set of the upper layer. For all challenges
where the model’s prediction for the lower layer is correct, the heuristic will correctly
determine the upper layer’s response bit. We formally show the correctness, effectiveness
and accuracy of this heuristic in the following.
Theorem 1. Given an n-bit (ku , kd )-Interpose PUF f , a set of challenges C with
corresponding response set R, and an ε-accuracy model fˆd of the lower layer with ε ≥ 1/2,
Algorithm 1 will return a training set (CH , RH ) for the upper layer with accuracy at least
2ε − 1 and size expected to be at least (ε − 1/2) · |C|.
If fˆd instead has accuracy ε on the half-inverted lower layer, the training set is expected
to have accuracy at most 2ε − 2, i.e., it models the inversion of the upper layer with
accuracy at least 2ε − 1; the expectation of the size remains the same.
Proof. For any given challenge c ∈ {−1, 1}n , let c(+) , c(−) ∈ {−1, 1}n+1 be defined as in
Algorithm 1. We first give a lower bound for the probability that the learned model fˆd for
the lower layer will predict both c(+) and c(−) correctly, based on a pigeon-hole-principle
argument. Subsequently, we deduce the accuracy and expected size of the returned
challenge-response set that is returned from Heuristic(C, R, fˆd ).
For any challenge c ∈ {−1, 1}n , we associate with c(+) and c(−) a pair (c(+) , c(−) ). By
construction, there are 2n possible pairs containing all 2n+1 challenges of n + 1 bits each.
By prerequisite, we have that Prc∈{−1,1}n+1 [fˆd (c) = fd (c)] = ε = 1/2 + α with 0 ≤ α ≤ 1/2.
That is, fˆd models at least 2n + 2α · 2n challenges correctly. Hence, by the pigeon hole
principle, all correctly predicted challenges require at least 2α · 2n pairs (c(+) , c(−) ). That
is,
h
i
Pr n fˆd (c(+) ) = fd (c(+) ) and fˆd (c(−) ) = fd (c(−) ) ≥ 2α = 2ε − 1.
c∈{−1,1}
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I.e., if the model predicts fˆd (c(+) ) 6= fˆd (c(−) ), then with probability at least 2ε − 1 we
have fd (c(+) ) 6= fd (c(−) ) and let r0 denote the unique bit that will produce the correct
response, which is then indeed the correct response bit of the upper layer of the Interpose
PUF. Hence, for each (c, r0 ) added to the training set, the probability that the added
example is correct is at least 2ε−1. If fˆd is instead an ε-accuracy model for the half-inverted
lower layer, then r0 is the uniquely inverted interpose bit that will give the correct response
and the same argument applies.
As fd is an XOR Arbiter PUF, we expect Pr[fd (c(+) ) 6= fd (c(−) )] to be 1/2 on average
(with little variance). Our model will thus predict this situation correctly on at least a
2ε − 1 fraction of the cases, hence we expect the total number of challenge-response pairs
returned by Algorithm 1 to be at least (ε − 1/2) · |C|.

3.3

Divide-and-Conquer Attack

Algorithm 2 Divide-and-Conquer Interpose PUF Attack
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

procedure Attack(n, ku , kd , C, R)
Cd ← Interpose(C, random bits)
. Guess training set for lower layer
d
fˆd ← LRkn+1
(Cd , R)
. Train model for lower layer
while test accuracy below target do
Cu , Ru ← Heuristic(C, R, fˆd )
. Create training set for upper layer
ku
ˆ
fu ← LRn (Cu , Ru )
. (Re-)train upper layer
Cd ← Interpose(C, fˆu (C))
. Create training set for lower layer
fˆd ← LRknd (Cd , R)
. Re-train lower layer
end while
return fˆ : c 7→ fˆd (c1 , . . . , cn/2 , fˆu (c), cn/2+1 , . . . , cn ) . Final Interpose PUF model
end procedure

This section summarizes first our attack strategy and details then how we combine the
algorithms outlined in Sec. 3.1 and Sec. 3.2 to form our novel attack against the complete
Interpose PUF. The attack algorithm is described in Algorithm 2.
The initial modeling of the lower layer and the heuristic to create a training set for
the upper layer enable us to train a model for the upper layer and thereby launch a
divide-and-conquer attack on the complete Interpose PUF. In this attack, we are able to
model the upper and lower layer separately from each other. As can be seen from Fig. 2
and Theorem 1, an initial accuracy of around 90% =: ε and an application of the above
heuristic will result in a training set for the upper layer of around 2ε − 1 = 80%. Please
note that the centering of the initial accuracy of the lower layer model at around 90% (as
seen in Fig. 2) is only an artifact of our termination criterion from our Logistic Regression
(LR) implementation. Of course, it is also possible to increase the initial accuracy close
to 100% and conduct the attack with just training a single model for the lower layer,
heuristically creating then a training set for the upper layer, and hereafter training a
model for the upper layer. However, for performance reasons, we opted for an iterative
approach. We simply terminate each run of the LR phase earlier and repeat the process of
training and re-training the upper and lower layer, until a high accuracy is achieved. In
this process, while the initial training set for the lower layer was created using randomly
guessed interpose bits, all following training phases of the lower layer use the upper layer
model to predict interpose bits (cf. lines 2 and 7 in Algorithm 2).
For a (kup , kdown )-iPUF with challenges of n-bit length, we conclude that launching
the divide-and-conquer attack on the iPUF roughly requires the same computational effort
as training a model for a max{kup , kdown }-XOR Arbiter PUF, although several iterations
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of the attack8 are required. This provides an informal reduction of the iPUF security to
the security of the XOR Arbiter PUF in the case that only non-reliability-based attacks
are applied. This reduction is supported by both theoretical considerations and empirical
results as presented in Sec. 4.
One caveat of our reduction lies in the nature of the heuristic in Algorithm 1: the
training set for the upper layer is at most half the size of all challenges available to
the attacker. While for kdown > kup , this does not pose any challenge to the attacker,
but for designs with kup = kdown , this effectively forces the attacker to collect twice as
many challenge-response pairs, compared to attack an XOR Arbiter PUF. On the other
hand, relying on strict lower bounds for the number of challenge-response pairs is anyhow
problematic, as Tobisch and Becker [TB15] have shown.
As noted in Sec. 3.1, the lower layer can randomly be trained in a half-inverted fashion,
which will result in a training set with very low accuracy for the upper layer of around
10%. This in turn will result in the training of a model for the upper layer that will predict
the negated response of the actual model, and both effects will cancel out. Therefore, the
total accuracy of the trained model will not be affected by the random choice of the model
for the lower layer, and indeed the attacker (within our attacker model) has no way of
knowing which option is the correct one.

4

Results and Performance Analysis

This section presents a summary of empirical results obtained with our implementation
of the divide-and-conquer attack presented in Sec. 3. An overview of the attacks can be
found in Tab. 1.
As reported in other works [TB15, WBM+ 20], the training of models for large instances
of XOR Arbiter PUFs is not always successful. Indeed, the non-convexity of the loss
function and the consequences on the success probability of the LR algorithm for XOR
Arbiter PUFs was already observed by Sölter [Söl09]. To reflect the time unsuccessfully
spent training a model, we define for chosen security parameters n, kup , kdown , target
reliability, training set size N , and employed computing resources the time until first
success as the expectation of time spend until a model with prediction accuracy higher
than 95%, relative to the PUF’s reliability, is obtained. To empirically approximate the
time until first success of our attacks, for each group of experiments we computed the
mean time of unsuccessful runs tfail , and the mean time of successful runs tsuccess , as well
as the relative frequency of successful runs hsuccess . Assuming a Geometric distribution,
we compute the expected number of required trials until success as n1 = 1/hsuccess and the
expected time until first success t1 as,
t1 = (n1 − 1) · tfail + tsuccess ;
for hsuccess = 0 we set t1 = ∞. We point out that different instances of XOR Arbiter PUFs
may differ in their resistance to modeling attacks [TB15], and t1 only refers to the average
time until success, not ruling out the possibility that some instances of the given size may
be harder or easier to model. All results shown in this work are with respect to the time
until first success.
We studied n-bit challenge (kup , kdown )-Interpose PUFs for sizes (1, k) and (k, k) for
k ≤ 8 and analyzed how the time to first success changes for different choices of security
parameters n and k as well as training set size N . For performance reasons, choices
different from n = 64 were only studied for the relatively low choices of kup , kdown ≤ 4.
Training set sizes were guessed using Tobisch and Becker’s [TB15] results and optimized
8 Note that for both PUFs, the re-training performance is much higher than the initial training
performance.
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empirically. For results presented here, the choice of training set size which empirically
resulted in lowest t1 was chosen. As all training times refer to wall-clock time, attack
times across different CPUs are not comparable. We conducted all modeling attacks for
Interpose PUFs with varying reliability between 70% and 100%.
In Fig. 3, we summarize the required time until first success for smaller Interpose PUF
sizes and different choices for the used challenge length. It can be seen that the required
time increases approximately polynomial with the number of used challenge bits, which is
in line with results reported both in the practical and theoretical realm of XOR Arbiter
PUF attacks [RSS+ 13, GTS15b].
For different choices of the number of employed arbiter chains kup and kdown , we
observed an exponential increase in the number of required challenge-response pairs and
required attack time until first success, as shown in Fig. 4. Note that shown training set
sizes produced the best result among several guessed choices, but do not constitute strict
lower bounds. Careful optimization may lead to fewer required challenge-response pairs or
shorter time to first success.
In all of our experiments we observed that lower reliability of the Interpose PUF does
not have a big impact on the required training time.
For the choice of training set size and smaller choices of kup , kdown we observed a
saturation threshold, beyond which adding more challenge-response pairs to the training
set would increase training time instead of decreasing it. This may very well be related to
implementation details of the Logistic Regression learner, including whether or not mini
batches are used. For Interpose PUF sizes larger than (6, 6), we were not able to confirm
or refute this observation due to limitations in computational power.
While the attack as given in Alg. 2 is using an infinite loop, practical experiments
were limited to at most five iterations, after which the learning attempt was given up. For
Interpose PUF sizes larger than (7, 7), we empirically observed that this is barely of any
use, and limited the number of iterations to two.
Finally, the memory footprint of the attacks is manageable and proportionate to the
training set size. The storage of 100 million CRPs requires about 6GB of memory; our
attack needs a peak memory of about two times the training set size. This implies that
all attacks requiring 100 million CRPs or less can be carried out on an up-to-date laptop.
Attacks on larger instances require up to 300 million CRPs and 750 million CRPs and
thus allocate a total of about 36GB and 90GB of memory, respectively.
Details on memory consumption of our attack implementation can be found in Table
1. Also note that memory consumption depends on many implementation details. Our
implementation currently does not swap out memory and, as a time-memory trade-off,
uses 1 byte to store 1 challenge bit. We naively store both the upper and lower layer
training set separately, which results in storage of heavily redundant data.

5

Variants of the Interpose PUF

Given the successful attacks on the original Interpose PUF design, it is natural to ask
if the design can be augmented to achieve better security. To facilitate a swift design
process, and in contrast to the tailor-made attack presented in Sec. 3 and 4, this section
uses a generic deep-learning modeling approach similar to the one used by Santikellur et
al. [SBC19].
Excluded from discussion in this section are intermediate calculations on interpose
bits, as they may increase hardware attack surface, as well as interpose positions different
from n/2. For different choice of interpose positions, we refer to the original iPUF authors
[NSJ+ 19]. We also stress that the interpose position can have significant impact on behavior
and machine-learning resistance of the PUF construction, and that results presented here
are only valid for interposing bits in the middle of the Arbiter PUF.
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Attack Time for Noise-Free Interpose PUFs by Challenge Length n

Time Until First Success

1w

(4,4)
(3,3)
(2,2)
(1,1)

1d
4h
1h
20min
5min
1min
32

0.000305
0.007216
0.070684
0.302724

n3.456599
n2.322683
n1.728478
n1.213277

48 56 64 72

n

96

128

192

256

Reliability 0.8
1w
2d
8h
2h
20min
5min

Training set size

Time until first success

Figure 3: Attack run time for different challenge lengths; times shown refer to time
until first success in single-threaded runs. Every data point shows the best obtained
time until first success for various choices of guessed amounts of challenge-response pairs.
Interpolations given were computed using regression for a, b on a · nb using all available
data.

200M
50M
20M
5M
2M
500k
200k
50k
20k

Reliability 1.0

(1,k)
(k,k)
0.0193 · 8.226k

0.0254 · 8.792k

0.0106 · 9.027k

Reliability 0.8

31.47 · 6.613k

3

4

5

Reliability 1.0

166.84 · 5.573

k

6

0.0293 · 8.287k

7

k

8

72.31 · 5.757k

3

4

5

306.35 · 5.175k

k

6

7

8

Figure 4: Attack run time and best-performing number of CRPs for Interpose PUFs of
different reliability and varying number of employed arbiter chains. Interpolations given
were computed using regression for a, b on a · bk using all available data.
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Table 1: Overview of Divide-and-Conquer-Attacks on 64-bit (kup , kdown )-Interpose PUFs.
For each size and reliability, the best-performing number of CRPs is shown, defined as the
setting that gave the shortest time to first success with our software; success is defined as
final prediction accuracy above 95%. We used two different Intel R Xeon R CPU types,
namely Gold 6130 at 2.1GHz (?) and E5-2630 v4 at 2.2GHz (•). For larger experiments, we
allowed the use of up to 10 parallel threads to achieve faster training times; note however
that for purely technical reasons the speed-up we observed did not exceed 4. Training
times across different CPU types are not compared against each other. Additionally to the
number of CRPs shown in the table, the attacker was provided with a test set containing
an additional 104 challenge-response pairs.

(kup , kdown )

CRPs

rel.

Mem.
(GB)

Time
(# Threads)

Success
Rate

Samples

(1, 5)
(1, 5)
(1, 5)

500k
500k
500k

0.8
0.9
1.0

<1
<1
<1

10.36min (1/?)
8.70min (1/?)
9.14min (1/?)

1.00
1.00
1.00

100
100
100

(1, 6)
(1, 6)
(1, 6)

2M
2M
5M

0.8
1.0
0.9

<1
<1
<1

1.62h (1/?)
1.48h (1/?)
1.42h (1/?)

1.00
1.00
1.00

57
70
55

(1, 7)
(1, 7)
(1, 7)

20M
20M
20M

0.8
0.9
1.0

2.5
2.5
2.5

17.54h (1/•)
16.17h (1/•)
20.07h (1/•)

0.97
1.00
1.00

39
33
31

(1, 9)

750M

1.0

91

approx. 8w (8/?)

0.26

23

(5, 5)
(5, 5)
(5, 5)

600k
600k
1M

0.8
0.9
1.0

<1
<1
<1

16.95min (1/?)
16.13min (1/?)
14.59min (1/?)

0.85
0.88
0.98

195
191
93

(1/?)
(1/?)
(1/?)
(1/?)

0.63
0.78
0.83
0.75

54
58
58
53

(6,
(6,
(6,
(6,

6)
6)
6)
6)

5M
5M
5M
5M

0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

<1
<1
<1
<1

3.79h
2.86h
2.62h
2.50h

(7,
(7,
(7,
(7,

7)
7)
7)
7)

40M
40M
40M
40M

0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

4.9
4.9
4.9
4.9

1.73d
1.11d
23.38h
17.21h

(10/•)
(10/•)
(10/•)
(10/•)

0.40
0.62
0.68
0.74

100
100
100
100

(8,
(8,
(8,
(8,

8)
8)
8)
8)

150M
150M
150M
150M

0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

17.9
17.9
17.9
17.9

∞
2.07w
1.59w
1.54w

(10/•)
(10/•)
(10/•)
(10/•)

0.00
0.25
0.33
0.35

43
48
55
49

(8,
(8,
(8,
(8,

8)
8)
8)
8)

300M
300M
300M
300M

0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

35.8
35.8
35.8
35.8

18.96w
2.73w
1.64w
2.53w

0.04
0.30
0.42
0.28

26
10
26
99

(8/?)
(8/?)
(8/?)
(8/?)
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Design Details and Motivation

This section extends the Interpose PUF design in somewhat natural way by iterating the
idea of interposition. Subsequently, weaknesses of this iteration are discussed and mitigated
using novel ideas. Along this path, the five iPUF-variants Domino-iPUF, XOR-iPUF,
XOR-Domino-iPUF, Tree-iPUF, and XOR-Cascaded-iPUF are derived. While the first two
variants are relatively straightforward extensions of the iPUF, the latter three are more
complex and are therefore explicitly depicted in Figure 5.
The Domino-iPUF reiterates the iPUF’s design such that the number of layers, i.e. the
number of sequential interpositions, is increased. Thus, instead of two layers it consists of
three layers, where the first one’s output is interposed into the second one, whose output
is in turn interposed into the third layer. Note that the Divide-and-Conquer attack could
be extended to be applied to this iPUF variant. We refer to the number of arbiter chains
employed in the upper, middle, and lower layer by kup , kmiddle , and kdown , respectively.
An important observation is that in this iterated design, the influence of every additional
layer on the final response halves. Consequently, an attacker having the exact knowledge
1
of the lower x layers achieves an expected prediction accuracy of at least 1 − 2(1+x)
by
guessing the interpose bit on the highest known layer. This accuracy will be achieved
independently of the total number of layers. Hence, when maintaining an interpose position
at n/2, layer numbers greater than three increase the design’s security only marginally and
can thus be disregarded. 9
The other straightforward extension, the XOR-iPUF, modifies original (kup , kdown )-iPUFs
where kup = kdown such that the Arbiter PUF chains’ outputs in the upper layer are
interposed separately, each into one corresponding chain in the lower layer, instead of
being XORed and then interposed into every lower layer’s chain. In fact, this modification
is an effective countermeasure against our tailor-made attack. (An alternative perspective
on this is to consider this iPUF variant as the XOR of k separate (1, 1)-iPUFs; hence the
name XOR-iPUF.)
To increase the depth of the XOR-iPUF we contrived the XOR-Domino-iPUF (see Figure
5a). It combines both of the previously described designs. Thus, it is the XOR of k
separate (1, 1, 1)-Domino-iPUFs, where k = kup = kmiddle = kdown .
Nevertheless, the number of layers is still subject to the limitation due to sharply
dropping influence on the response bit. This motivated the design of the Tree-iPUF shown
in Figure 5c. As upper layers influence exponentially more leaves, the drop in influence is
compensated. Compared to XOR-iPUF of same number of layers, it reduces the number of
employed arbiter chains while being immune to the Divide-and-Conquer attack. Being a
binary tree, this iPUF augmentation consists of 2d+1 − 1 (XOR) Arbiter PUFs, where d is
the depth of the tree, i.e. the distance between the first and the last layer. Except for the
PUFs in the last layer, the output of every PUF is interposed to two corresponding PUFs
in the subsequent layer. The output bits of the last layer are combined via XOR into the
final response. All nodes in the tree are k-XOR Arbiter PUFs.
A yet different design that combines both the concept of interposition and the
idea of more layers, while maintaining high influence of all building blocks, is the
XOR-Cascaded-iPUF (see Figure 5b). It is an iterated Interpose PUF design that addresses
the above-mentioned problem of the influence loss by reusing each interpose bit: Each
layer’s output is used for interposition into the subsequent layer as well as for the final
response which constitutes the parity of every layer’s output bit (including the lowest
layer’s) and so is influenced by all layers equally. We refer to the number of layers by
length l; each layer is comprised of a k-XOR Arbiter PUF. Again, we stress that similar to
9 For this reason, other interpose/feed-in points than the ones examined by us might be interesting
in the long term, and should be considered in future analyses. They may exhibit increased security and
ML-resilience, even though we did not follow this route in this paper. Please compare also the caption of
Figure 5.
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Table 2: Overview over Deep-Learning-Attacks on derivatives of the Interpose PUF design.
Each derivative has been tested for a selection of different parameters with the challengelength fixed to 64 bit. For each type and parameter, 100 simulations and attacks were
conducted (experiments marked with † have at least 75 samples). Success was defined as
prediction accuracy above 90%, relative to the PUF’s reliability. Note that attack times
are all below comparable times for modeling the original Interpose PUF of similar sizes,
even though a generic, non-specialized attack methodology was used.

PUF Type

Arb.
Chains

CRPs

Rel.

Mem.
(GB)

Time

Succ.
Rate

k = (3, 3, 3)
k = (4, 4, 4)

9
12

2M
20M

0.8
0.8

2.5
12.7

55.6min
1.0d

1.00
0.88

XOR-iPUF
XOR-iPUF

k=4
k=5

8
10

10M
40M

0.8
0.8

9.7
37.8

4.3h
2.8d

1.00
1.00

XOR-Dom.-iPUF
XOR-Dom.-iPUF

k=3
k=4

9
12

2M
40M

0.8
0.8

2.2
37.8

15.6min
2.0d

1.00
1.00

Tree-iPUF
Tree-iPUF

d = 2, k = 2
d = 3, k = 1

14
15

5M
5M

0.8
0.8

10.4
10.0

10.7h
8.8h

1.00
1.00

XOR-Casc.-iPUF
XOR-Casc.-iPUF
XOR-Casc.-iPUF
XOR-Casc.-iPUF

l = 2, k
l = 3, k
l = 2, k
l = 5, k

8
9
10
10

5M
10M
20M
10M

0.8
0.8
0.8
0.9

7.3
10.4
46.0
9.7

16.2h
8.4h
2.1d†
2.7h

1.00
1.00
0.99
1.00

Domino-iPUF
Domino-iPUF

Size

=4
=3
=5
=2

the Domino-iPUF, the security of the XOR-Cascaded-iPUF depends very strongly on the
interpose/feed-in points in the lower layers; optimizing these may result in vastly different
security properties, even though we did not follow this route in this paper.

5.2

Empirical Results of Deep Learning Modeling Attacks

We empirically tested the above introduced five Interpose PUF design derivatives to gain
insight in their machine-learning resistance. The designs were parameterized using 64-bit
challenge-length and a number of arbiter chains in between 9 and 16, corresponding to
an (1,8)-Interpose PUF, and an (8,8)-Interpose PUF, respectively. As attack strategy,
following Santikellur et al. [SBC19], a Multi-Layer-Perceptron (MLP) modeling algorithm
was chosen, as it requires little customization and no precise model of the concept class to
be learned.
As can be seen from our results in Table 2, none of the discussed designs showed
increased machine-learning resistance, even when using a generic attack not specialized
for the concept class under attack. While some designs may possess practical parameter
choices for which modeling is hard, all designs studied in this section were easier to model
than the original Interpose PUF of comparable size.
Our results show that the machine-learning hardness of the Interpose PUF at least
cannot easily be increased by all too naive augmentation to the original design (albeit
there were variants that we did not explore yet; please see comment in the caption of
Figure 5). Furthermore, the modeling based on MLP has proven to be an easy-to-use and
powerful tool for preliminary analysis of Strong PUF designs. We hence recommend the
MLP-based attack to be part of every Strong PUF security analysis.
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(a) XOR-Domino-iPUF: An iteration of the Interpose PUF design, but instead of having the same
interpose bits everywhere, we evaluate interpose chains separately and return the parity of all
responses. Each layer shown consists of an k-XOR Arbiter PUF.
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(b) XOR-Cascaded-iPUF: A variant of the Interpose PUF design, where intermediate results have
full influence on the response. We refer to the number of layer by length l; each layer consists of a
k-XOR Arbiter PUF.
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(c) Tree-iPUF: A binary-tree of depth d, where each node is a k-XOR Arbiter PUF. Intermediate
nodes receive one interpose bit from the layer above and insert their result into two “child” nodes
the the layer below. The responses of the leafs are XORed into the final output bit.

Figure 5: Variants of the Interpose PUF design. We stress that the exact ML-resilience of
the presented variants may eventually depend notably on the exact interpose (or feed-in)
points. All shown variants naturally follow the original iPUF design in the sense that
intermediate responses are interposed/fed-in in the middle of new challenges (as in the
iPUF). We remark that we did not optimize the interpose/feed-in points, or systematically
study their effect on the ML-resilience of the resulting architectures in this paper yet.
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Conclusion

This paper introduced a novel, divide-and-conquer based attack methodology for the
Interpose PUF (iPUF), and demonstrated successful modeling attacks on iPUFs of 64-bit
challenge length and sizes of up to kup = kdown = 8. Our attacks utilize CRPs-sets that
could be physically collected from iPUFs with 1MHz CRP frequencies in five minutes or
less, and employ computational power that is readily available to the general public for
around 1,000 Euros (i.e., an 8-Core with 64 GB RAM). While our attacks are “merely”
conducted on simulated CRPs, the very high accuracy of the underlying linear additive
delay model has been confirmed on various occasions in the PUF-literature (see, e.g.,
[GLC+ 04, RSS+ 13]). Furthermore, our attacks are highly robust against random noise, as
shown in this paper.
Also a few new, straightforward variants of the original iPUF design could not resist
modeling attacks, as we proved in additional ML-experiments. To the contrary, those
variants we analyzed did not even require specialized or tailor-made attacks; instead,
generic deep learning methods were sufficient. While this does not rule out that yet other
variants or additions might possess better resilience (please compare Footnote 9 and the
caption of Figures 5), it still complements our above results, showing their profound and
substantial nature. In sum, Interpose PUFs and examined variants of the attacked sizes
must be considered insecure. Designers must either increase challenge length or the number
of employed arbiter chains (or both) as countermeasures. We discuss these two options in
the following.
While an increase of kup or kdown in the iPUF design can indeed improve security
drastically (i.e., it will exponentially increase the computation times of our attacks), it will
likewise decrease the resulting reliability of the iPUF exponentially in the same parameters.
This delimits the practically viable choices for kup or kdown , i.e., for the number of parallel
arbiter chains in an iPUF. Since the reliability of the Interpose PUF is implementation
dependent, it is hard to state a sharp upper bound for which it will remain useful. Based
on arbiter chain reliabilities reported in the literature [Bec15], which are around 96%
for a single, 64-bit Arbiter chain, some quick simulations of ours estimate a 64-bit (1,
12)-Interpose PUF to have an average reliability of 72%; and an (1, 15)-Interpose PUF
is estimated to have 68% (compare also Appendix A). Using heavy error correction and
majority voting on repeated measurements of the same CRPs, both of which can be
executed publicly and outside a trusted computing base, such error levels might still be
just about tolerable, depending on the considered application.
Secondly, to avoid an exponential decrease in stability while still notably improving
security, an increase in challenge length could be considered (for a discussion on reliability of
such designs, please see Appendix A). For example, (1, 10)- or (1, 12)-iPUFs with challenge
lengths of 512 bits are well out of reach for our current attacks, while their reliability levels
might be similar to those of the same architectures with smaller challenge lengths (see
above and Appendix A). It must be noted, however, that such an increase in challenge
length will lead to a chip area consumption of around 25,000 gate equivalents (GEs). Such
designs are possible on large RFID tags, systems on a chip, standard FPGAs and ASICs,
but not an option for very small or inexpensive RFID tags, for example. In those situations
where such numbers of GEs are realistic, the described (1, 10)- or (1, 12)-iPUFs of challenge
lengths 512 are beyond the reach of the attacks conducted in this paper.
Future Work. An immediate starting point for future investigations is whether the current
reach of our attacks (namely (1, 9) and (8, 8)-iPUFs of challenge length 64) can be further
extended, both with respect to larger challenge lengths n and bigger kup and kdown . Can,
for example, the (1, 10)-iPUF of challenge length 64 bits, which was recommended in the
original iPUF paper [NSJ+ 19], be broken by our methods? All too strong expansion of our
results may not be trivial, however, as machine learning efforts grow noticeably in all three
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said parameters n, kup and kdown . Secondly, future research might investigate whether
fully polynomial, reliability-based attacks on the iPUF are possible. The iPUF’s main
architectural principle, in which previous PUF-responses are inserted or “interposed” as
middle bits in other PUFs, at least thwarts the existing reliability-based attack by Becker
[Bec15, NSJ+ 19]. This is, and remains, one of the main benefits and contributions of
the iPUF design. Still, it will have to be seen whether new, tailor-made reliability-based
methods, which follow the spirit of our novel divide-and-conquer strategy, might not also
apply to the iPUF in the long term.
A third promising topic would be to investigate under which circumstances the successful
modeling of XOR Arbiter PUF like architectures in the presence of feature-noise is possible.
(E.g., to examine how many unknown challenge bits, such as the interpose bit in the iPUF,
can be compensated in modeling attacks.) Further, quantitative insights into the reach
and limits of this method could not just enable new attacks, but might also lead to new,
more secure designs. Fourthly, investigating variants of the architectures considered by
us in this paper would seem worthwhile. As mentioned earlier, the interpose or feed-in
point of the upper signals in the (XOR) Domino-iPUF, XOR-Cascaded-iPUF or Tree-iPUF
potentially have a very strong impact on security, but we did not study this effect in detail
in this paper. One final and quite central future subject could be the creation of generic,
widely applicable test methodologies for the security of new Strong PUF designs; some
first steps in this direction have already been taken [GFS19].
Overall, it seems that the area of Strong PUFs will likely remain a battleground between
attackers and designers for many years to come. Similar to the field of block ciphers
or hash functions, future research will successively create a deeper understanding of the
possibilities that both attackers and designers have available on their sides — and will
clarify which side will gain ground more quickly.
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A

Reliability Analysis of XOR Arbiter PUFs

We first discuss how the reliability of a single Arbiter PUF depends on its length n. Assume
the approximate exactness of the linear additive delay model, where the response bit is
computed as the sign of the inner product hw, xi, with w being the weight vector of the
Arbiter PUF. Ideally, one can assume that there is no measurement noise and the weight
vector w is set to a fixed value upon manufacturing; we may model each entry of w to
be drawn from a normal distribution N (0, σman ) upon manufacturing. Environmental
noise such as voltage variations, temperature fluctuations, and aging of the circuit will
modify each weight entry wi by adding noise ni drawn from some normal distribution
N (0, σmeas ); here, the ni are drawn independently for each CRP measurement. Also, the
latch may add noise nL where nL is drawn from some other normal distribution N (0, σlatch ).
Given this noise model, a response is now computed as the sign of hw + n, xi + nL . Due
to n and nL , the sign may flip in comparison to hw, xi (where the latter models the
correct/ideal response). The reliability is measured as the probability the sign flips
(implying that the response bit will be inverted). This probability is measured over all
possible manufactured arbiter PUFs and over all possible measurement noise. Since vector
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√
x has its entries in {−1, +1}, the inner product hw, xi has distribution N (0, n · σman ).
Similarly, in hw +
√ n, xi + nL = hw, xi + hn, xi + nL the component hn, xi + nL has
distribution N (0, n · σmeas + σlatch ). The probability of√changing the sign is equal to the
probability that value hw, xi, which is drawn√from N (0, n · σman ), flips its sign due to a
shift hn, xi + nL , which is drawn
from N (0, n · σmeas + σlatch ). This probability depends
√
on the standard
deviation
n
·
σ
man in terms of its equivalence in number of standard
√
deviations n · σmeas + σlatch . In other words, the probability is a function of
√
n · σman
σman
γ=√
=
√ .
σmeas + σlatch/ n
n · σmeas + σlatch
The larger γ, the less likely the sign will flip upon measurement of an arbitrary Arbiter
PUF, hence, the more reliable. Since γ increases in n, we conclude that the reliability
man
will improve for increasing n. We notice that this improvement has a limit, i.e., γ ↑ σσmeas
meaning that the latch noise will have a lesser and lesser effect for increasing n. For a
detailed discussion on reliability, see Section V.A in [HRvD+ 17].
We review the following formula to describe the reliability of a given k-XOR Arbiter
PUF [NSJ+ 19]. We assume that all Arbiter PUFs have the same reliability rate p where
p ∈ (0.5, 1] and the delays in the components (i.e., stages) in all Arbiter PUFs are
independent of each other. For a given challenge c, the output of an Arbiter PUF instance
would be flipped due to measurement noise with probability 1 − p. The output of the
XOR Arbiter PUF for a given challenge c will not be flipped if there is an even number of
flipped APUF outputs due to the noise. The reliability of XOR Arbiter PUF pXOR can be
calculated as follows:
 
k
X
k
pXOR =
× (1 − p)i × pk−i
(1)
i
i=0,i is even
k
X

=

 
k
× pi × (1 − p)k−i
i
i=0,i is even

=

(p + (1 − p))k + (p − (1 − p))k
1 + (2p − 1)k
=
.
2
2
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